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Abstract

Within this contribution, we present a diffuse interface approach for the simulation of crack nucleation
and growth in materials, which incorporates an orientation dependency of the fracture toughness.
After outlining the basic motivation for the model from an engineering standpoint, the phase
field paradigm for fracture is introduced. Further, a specific phase field model for brittle fracture
is reviewed, where we focus on the meaning of the auxiliary parameter differentiating between
material phases and the coupling of such a parameter to continuum equations in order to obtain the
characteristic self organizing model properties. This specific model, as will be explained, provides
the phenomenological and methodical basis for the presented enhancement. The formulation of an
appropriate evolution equation in terms of a Ginzburg-Landau type equation will be highlighted and
several comments on sharp interface models will be made to present a brief comparison. Following
up on the basics we then introduce the formulation of a modified version of the model, which
additionally to the handling of cracks in linear elastic materials under quasi static loading is also
capable of taking into account the effect of resistance variation with respect to the potential crack
extension direction. The strong and also the weak forms of the respective governing equations
corresponding to the developed anisotropic phase field model are presented. Utilizing the weak
formulation as starting point for the discretization of the two fields (displacement field and the phase
field), the computational framework in terms of finite elements is introduced. We finally explain
several test cases investigated within simulations and discuss the corresponding numerical results.
Besides examples, which are set up to illustrate the general model properties, a comparison with
crack paths obtained by experimental investigations will be presented in order to show the potential
of the developed phase field model.
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9:2 Phase Field Approach of Cracking in Materials with Anisotropic Fracture Toughness

1 Introduction

One of the important branches of engineering is the field of fracture mechanics. Dealing
with failure of technical components and structures several aspects must be considered.
Crucial in that regard is crack initiation, determination of critical loads for the onset of
crack growth or also the prediction of crack paths or patterns. In order to ensure a design,
that combines safety, reliability and also economical aspects, fracture mechanic principles
as they are proposed in e.g. [8] or in many other textbooks are incorporated. However,
these principles and derivations are often based on simplified assumptions. For complex
structures fracture mechanic principles are evaluated applying computational methods as
for instance finite elements. Generally, the two alternative approaches are sharp interface
approaches on the one hand and diffuse interface approaches on the other hand. Sharp
interface approaches either have to adopt a growing crack surface via incremental remeshing
algorithms (see e.g. [10]) or are based on so-called enrichment functions, which then often
cause conditioning problems, in order to model propagating cracks (see e.g. [24]). The latter
is referred to as extended or generalized finite element method. In contrast, within diffuse
interface approaches cracks are represented by a smeared approximation. This is realized
by a continuous transition of an auxiliary parameter. In terms of phase field modeling this
parameter is referred to as order parameter, whose governing equation is coupled to the
mechanical problem. As phase field models for solidification simulations [14, 34] propose, the
evolution of the order parameter is generally driven by the criterion of energy minimization.
First phase field models for fracture as e.g. [15] or [23] were initially concerned with brittle
fracture under quasi static monotonic loading. The total energy considered in these models
accounts for the bulk energy and also for crack energy in the sense of Griffith’s theory [7],
which certainly represents a keystone of fracture mechanics. Besides the evolution governed
by an energy criterion another pivotal benefit of these models is that no remeshing or refining
algorithms are necessary as the crack field is incorporated by an additional degree of freedom.
It evolves within the preexisting domain. Accordingly, the method was extended to the fields
of cohesive fracture proposed in e.g. [16] and [33], ductile fracture proposed in e.g. [17] [22]
and also models taking into account inertia for dynamic fracture [28]. Also an extension to
fatigue crack initiation and growth was modeled by means of the phase field approach in
[30, 29, 1, 31].

Another very important class of fracture problems, which will be treated within the present
work, is concerned with materials that reveal a certain anisotropy of the resistance against
fracture. In contrast to an elastic anisotropy of the material, which is mainly responsible for
additional parameters in the stiffness tensor and accordingly effects the mechanical response
to a certain load, the directionality of the fracture resistance has a crucial impact on the path
a crack will follow through the material. This effect can be detected in experimental studies
as performed in e.g. [11]. To incorporate this kind of anisotropic behavior within a phase
field fracture model, a critical energy release rate depending on the crack deflection direction
may be introduced. This approach, which generally resembles the Maximum Energy Release
Rate (MERR) criterion [35], was introduced in terms of phase field modeling by Hakim and
Karma [9] and also by Li et al. [19]. In the present work we study an alternative approach
to modify the crack energy, that overcomes the issue of determining the crack tip orientation
and therefore provides an appropriate framework for implicit monolithic solution schemes.
In Section 2 we give a brief overview in terms of directional fracture resistance and illustrate
potential causes. Subsequently the complete model is derived, where we start with the basic
model proposed by Kuhn and Müller [15] and continue with the enhancement accounting
for the anisotropy. Section 3 deals with the implementation of the model in a finite element
framework, which was utilized for the computation of the examples presented in Section 4.
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2 Phase field model for anisotropic fracture

2.1 Crack deflection in materials with directionality of the fracture
resistance

One of the most important principles of todays understanding of fracture phenomena goes
back to the early 20th century when Alan Arnold Griffith published his theory [7], which
associates the change of surface energy with crack length. For an a priori known crack in a
homogeneous, linear elastic and isotropic medium under quasi static loading he proposed the
energy criterion

Gc = dΓ
da = −dΠ

da (1)

for onset of crack extension. In Equation (1) Π is the potential energy stored in the structure
under consideration and Gc is the materials critical surface energy density. The infinitesimal
surface energy dΓ = Gcda is proportional to the crack surface and accordingly Griffith’s
criterion states that crack growth occurs once the increase of surface energy balances the
release of potential energy. Again, this criterion assumes a crack path, that is known a priori.
However, different methods were proposed to determine the deflection direction for arbitrary
plane loading, as for instance the principle of local symmetry [6] or the MERR criterion [35].
The latter states that assuming the energy release rate dΓ

da as a function of the potential
direction of propagation, the crack will chose the direction maximizing the energy release.
However, if the critical energy release rate Gc is also a function of the virtual deflection
angle the MERR criterion is no more sufficient (see [20]). This special form of an anisotropy
can have different sources. A typical example are thin walled structures manufactured by
(hot-)rolling or extruding processes, as illustrated in Figure 1. These processes introduce a
certain deformation of the microstructure of the metal products, which leads to an elongation
of grains in a specific direction, as schematically shown by the microstructures on the bottom
of Figure 1. The indicated crack paths illustrate transcrystalline crack growth for the left
picture and intercrystalline crack growth for the right picture, respectively. Obviously, for
an equal crack length a crack propagating through the material in vertical direction has to
break through a higher number of grain boundaries than a crack propagating in horizontal
direction. Analogous, in terms of intercrystalline crack extension the vertical crack has a
much more tortuous path over an equal length than the horizontal crack. Thus, to obtain a
crack growing purely vertical, a higher force magnitude is expected than for a crack growing
purely horizontally. In other terms, the resistance against cracking, which is referred to as
fracture toughness, varies with the virtual crack direction. Accordingly, not only the loading
quantity dΠ

da depends on the direction but also the material parameter Gc. An approach [13]
to include such an anisotropy in the determination of the crack growth direction suggests
to consider the ratio of these quantities and specify the maximum of this function of the
potential crack extension angle. An elliptical interpolation is used for the quantity Gc with
respect to the virtual cracking direction.

2.2 Phase field model for materials with directional fracture resistance
Within a large variety of physical processes different microstructures or phase compositions
are generated. For example the kinetics of martensite to austenite transformation in a
certain alloy. The process of solidification in metal casting as well as the cracking behavior
can be modeled by a phase field. In fracture the phases are associated with broken and
intact material. The tracking of an interface is problematic from an numerical perspective.
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Figure 1 Illustration of two manufacturing processes (left: rolling, right: extruding) for thin
walled structures and schematic illustration of microstructure with two crack paths indicated (left:
transcrystalline crack propagation, right: intercrystalline crack propagation).

Especially, sharp interface models frequently encounter problems (see. e.g. [26, 25]). In terms
of fracture, the nature of this issue often lies in the discretization, which is explicitly mapped
to the crack surface. As an alternative, the framework of phase field modeling provides a
method overcoming a number of issues of sharp interface models. Within this method an
auxiliary parameter, commonly referred to as order parameter or phase field parameter, is
introduced to indicated the phase at a certain location. Within the following fracture model
the order parameter is s(x, t) and it takes the value s = 1 as long as the material is completely
intact. Fully broken material is then indicate by s = 0. The transition between these values
is diffuse, which conveniently overcomes the issue of discontinuities. The following sections
explain in detail, how the coupling of this additional field to the deformation is done and
how the evolution of the phase field s(x, t) is described.

2.2.1 Phase field model for brittle fracture

Within material science the evolution of the phase are commonly derived from potentials of
the free energy, which mathematically are treated as functionals F [s(x, t)]. The temporal
evolution of the phase field variable, which is governed by nonlinear partial differential
equations can be obtained by

∂s(x, t)
∂t

= −M δF

δs(x, t) , (2)

which is referred to as the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation and was first applied
to first order phase transformations in [4]. In this equation M is a viscous regularization
coefficient to control the relaxation towards stationary states. The characteristic energy
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potential ψ depends on a combination of bulk energy and an interface energy such that

F [s(x, t)] =
∫
Ω

ψ(s,∇s) dV =
∫
Ω

f(s) + 1
2κ|∇s|2 dΩ. (3)

In this equation f(s) represents the bulk energy density and a nonlocal contribution in form
of a gradient term accounts for interfacial energy. The coefficient κ associated with the
gradient energy term must be positive to ensure stability of one phase states. Using the free
energy Equation (3) and applying the formal variation of the functional F [s(x, t)], namely

δF [s(x, t)] =
∫
Ω

δs

[
∂ψ

∂s
− ∇ ·

(
∂ψ

∂∇s

)]
dΩ (4)

with δs being variation of s the functional derivative can be formulated by

δF

δs
= ∂ψ

∂s
− ∇ ·

(
∂ψ

∂∇s

)
(5)

and Equation (2) yields

1
M
ṡ = ∇ ·

(
∂ψ

∂∇s

)
− ∂ψ

∂s
. (6)

The state δF/δs = 0 is a necessary condition for an extreme value of s(x, t) and hence
characterizes stationary states. Accordingly, Equation (6) can be viewed as relaxation to
reach stationary states governed by the viscosity parameter M > 0.

In order to develop a phase field model for brittle fracture, Kuhn and Müller [15] utilized
the energy potential

F [ε(u, t), s(x, t)] =
∫
Ω

[
(g(s) + η)1

2ε : [Cε]︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψe

+ Gc
(

(1 − s)2

4ϵ + ϵ|∇s|2
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
ψc

]
dV, (7)

which was proposed in [3, 2] as a regularization of the variational formulation of brittle
fracture developed by Francfort and Marigo in [21]. The two contributions in Equation (7),
ψe and ψc represent energies related to deformation and cracking, respectively. The first term
ψe is the elastic energy density for small deformations with the linearized second order strain
tensor ε and the isotropic fourth order stiffness tensor C. The second term in Equation (7)
may be interpreted as regularization of Griffith’s surface energy. The parameter ϵ controls
the width of the transition zone between the phases and can therefore be considered a
regularization parameter. The multiplication of the strain energy with g(s) + η accounts
for the degradation of the stiffness in areas with 1 > s. In this regard g(s) is referred to
as a degradation function modeling the material response as a variation of the phase field
s. The least set of requirements for this functions is g(s = 0) = 0, g(s = 1) = 1 and
g′(s = 0) = 0. The parameter η with 0 < η ≪ 1 ensures a residual stiffness ηC for numerical
convenience. Within Figure 2 the described approximation scheme for the fracture problem
by means of the introduced phase field framework is illustrated. The crack potential ψc of
Equation (7) consists of a nonlocal part characterized by the spatial gradient of s and a local
part, characterized by the monotonous function (1 − s)2. This local contribution has crucial
impact on the model properties (see e.g. [18]). In contrast, the double well function, which
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sharp interface representation diffuse representation

Figure 2 Schematic illustration of approximation of fracture problem by means of phase field
modeling: left, body with real sharp crack; right, diffuse representation of crack introducing a
continuous crack field.

was applied in e.g. [12] in terms of fracture reveals a kind of naturally induced barrier between
two phases. Irreversibility of the fracture process is accordingly not generally ensured by this
monotonous potential. This quadratic potential, however, provides several crucial benefits,
such as that the mathematical property of Γ-convergence (see. e.g. [5]) can be proven for
Equation (7). Further the corresponding states of the potential for the opposite phases s = 1
and s = 0 yield the maximum distance within the relevant range [0, 1] leading to a distinct
separation between intact and broken material with regard to the potential energy, which
prevents the crack field from growing fat. The stresses can be derived from the potential ψ
by

σ = ∂ψ

∂ε
= (g(s) + η)Cε, (8)

in which a hyperelastic material behavior is presumed. With Equation (7) a proper energy
potential depicting a potentially fractured body is given and an evolution of s(x, t) with
respect to time can be formulated considering the general law for phase transformation of
Equation (6), which yields a Ginzburg-Landau type evolution equation

ṡ = −M δ

δs
(ψe + ψc) = −M

{
1
2g

′(s)ε : [Cε] − Gc
(

1 − s

2ϵ + 2ϵ∇ · ∇s
)}

. (9)

With the kinetic parameter M approaching infinity, quasi static conditions are approximated.
Furthermore, this evolution equation points out the significance of the condition g′(s = 0) = 0
as without such a constraint the evolution of s would still continue even for broken material.

2.2.2 Incorporation of fracture toughness anisotropy
The model above predicts the crack pattern, that minimizes the total internal energy. The
evolution can be interpreted as a competition between strain energy and crack energy at
any time. The latter is not dependent on the potential extension direction within the
original formulation [15] of brittle fracture. As stated above, a common way to incorporate
directionality of the fracture resistance is to assume the critical energy release rate Gc as a
function of the virtual crack growth direction. Declaring φ the angle between crack growth
direction and a specified axis this yields Gc = Gc(φ). In the context of phase field modeling
this approach was studied in [9] and [19]. In this regard, the crack orientation must be
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determined as the normal vector

n = ∇s
|∇s|

(10)

of the crack trajectory as direction for the critical energy release rate Gc(n). This definition
is problematic at areas where ∇s vanishes, which renders Equation (10) impractical.
As an alternative approach Gc may be kept constant and instead the nonlocal part of the
crack energy density ψnl

c = Gcϵ|∇s|2 is modified in order introduce directionality. This is
induced by a proper weighting of the particular components of the gradient. Visualizing
the unmodified nonlocal crack potential for the 2d case in a proper axis system one obtains
a paraboloidal (left illustration in Figure 3). This indicates that the direction of ∇s has
no effect on the crack energy in the isotropic formulation. In contrast, if the paraboloid is
deformed towards an elliptical shape, the direction of ∇s will indeed affect the total energy.
For instance a gradient with a high ∂s

∂x contribution will shift ψnl
c to a higher level compared

to a gradient with a high ∂s
∂y contribution with equal magnitude. Such a transformation of

the nonlocal crack potential can be accomplished by substituting the identity tensor in

|∇s|2 = ∇sT1∇s (11)

by an appropriate second order tensor Φ such that the new total energy is obtained with
the crack energy density taking into account the crack direction by means of the crack fields
gradient with

ψc = Gc

[
(1 − s)2

4ϵ + ϵ

((
∂s

∂x

)2
Φ11 + ∂s

∂x

∂s

∂y
Φ12 +

(
∂s

∂y

)2
Φ22

)]
(12)

within a plane setting. The tensor Φ may be referred to as resistance tensor and for the
simplest case accounting for a modification illustrated in Figure 3 this tensor takes the
diagonal form

Φ0 =
(

1 + α 0
0 1 − α

)
(13)

with the respective eigenvalues 1 ± α quantifying the degree of directionality governed by
the parameter α. This formulation represents an elliptical interpolation between the values
1 + α and 1 − α with the respective reference axis represented by the eigenvectors. Suppose,
the principal axes deviate from the reference system, then Φ may be rotated via the rotation
tensor R(θ) to obtain

Φ = RΦ0RT =
(

1 + α
(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

)
2α sin θ cos θ

2α sin θ cos θ 1 − α
(
cos2 θ − sin2 θ

)). (14)

Incorporating this formulation of the resistance tensor in the energy functional Equation (7)
yields the evolution equation of the phase field model for brittle fracture for materials with
anisotropic fracture toughness

ṡ = −M
{

1
2g

′(s)ε : [Cε] − Gc
(

1 − s

2ϵ + 2ϵ∇ · (Φ∇s)
)}

, (15)

where now the orientation dependency is characterized by material parameters α and θ

representing the intensity and orientation of the anisotropy, respectively. This characterization

iPMVM 2020
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no favored direction of gradient directionality

Figure 3 Schematic illustration of nonlocal crack potential assuming plane crack evolution of the
original formulation (paraboloid in ∂s

∂x
, ∂s

∂y
-system) and modified formulation (elliptic paraboloid in

∂s
∂x

, ∂s
∂y

-system).

resembles the kind of a so-called twofold anisotropy. However implementing more general
forms of the resistance tensor, the model could also account for more complex anisotropies
as outlined in e.g. [19, 32].

The phase field evolution Equations (9) and (15) have the form of a inhomogeneous
second order partial differential equation, which can be solved analytically only for a number
of special cases. For the one dimensional case as depicted in Figure 4, Equation (15) with
Equation (13) becomes

0 = 2(1 + α)ϵ d2s

dx2 − s− 1
2ϵ (16)

if a preexisting crack within an unloaded domain is presumed. This differential equation
can be solved utilizing exponential trial functions and presuming the boundary conditions
s′(1) = s′(−1) = 0 and s(0) = 0 one obtains the phase field

s(x) = 1 − exp
(

−|x|
2ϵ

√
1 + α

)
. (17)

Accordingly the shape of s(x) does not solely depend on the length scale ϵ but also on
the parameter α. As will be outlined in Section 4.1, the one dimensional solution can be
extended in order to approximate an unidirectional crack in two dimensions. This solution is
illustrated in Figure 4. The solid lines correspond to the equation of the original model [15]
for isotropic materials for two different values of ϵ, where the crack becomes more narrow for
a smaller ϵ. The dashed lines in contrast are obtained by Equation (17) with equal ϵ but
different values for α. These plots reveal a crucial property of the modification. Assuming a
basic resistance tensor of the form of Equation (13) the parameter α yields a variation of
the actual length scale with the consequence of a wider crack for α > 0 and a sharper crack
for α < 0. As the quality of the approximation of cracks by a phase field model depends
on the regularization length, the intensity parameter α may therefore be chosen as little as
possible relatively to ϵ. Note that the modification yields the original model for the case of
zero anisotropy, namely α → 0.
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Figure 4 Illustration of the analytic solution of the proposed phase field model within one
dimensional assessment of a stationary crack using different values for parameters ϵ and α.

3 Numerical implementation

The phase field model for materials with anisotropic fracture toughness derived in the previous
sections is discretized and implemented into a finite element framework. With the evolution
equation for the phase field Equation (15), the set of partial differential equations governing
the displacements u and the order parameter s is

0 = div σ

Gc
2ϵ = ṡ

M
+ 1

2g(s)′ε : Cε + s
Gc
2ϵ − Gc2ϵ∇ · (Φ∇s) ,

(18)

neglecting volume forces in the mechanical equilibrium. The respective weak forms of these
equations can be obtained by multiplying both equations with virtual quantities δu and δs,
respectively. This yields

0 = −
∫
Ω

σ : δε dV +
∫
∂Ωt

δu · t∗ dS (19)

with vector t∗ of prescribed tractions that act on the boundary ∂Ωt and

0 = −
∫
Ω

[
δs

(
ṡ

M
+ 1

2g(s)′ε : Cε + (s− 1)Gc
2ϵ

)
+ Gc2ϵ∇δs · Φ∇s

]
dV, (20)

where integration by parts was applied. For the derivations in the following a 2d setting is
presumed and Voigt’s notation for symmetric tensors is applied. The field quantities u and s
are discretized elementwise using shape functions NI with I = 1, . . . , n and n the number of
nodes per element. Accordingly,

u(x) =
n∑
I=1

NI(x)uI and s(x) =
n∑
I=1

NI(x)sI , (21)

iPMVM 2020
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with nodal quantities uI and sI . An analog discretization using the same shape functions NI
is applied for virtual quantities. Further, the strain tensor ε as well as the spatial gradient
∇s are discretized by

ε(x) =
n∑
I=1

Bu
I (x)uI and ∇s(x) =

n∑
I=1

Bs
I(x)sI , (22)

using the respective operator matrices

Bu
I (x) =

N(x)I,x 0
0 N(x)I,y

N(x)I,y N(x)I,x

 and Bs
I =

[
N(x)I,x
N(x)I,y

]
. (23)

The vector of the internal forces, which corresponds to the displacements u and s at the
particular node I are derived from Equations (19) and (20) as

F u
I =

∫
Ω

(Bu
I )T σ dV (24)

and

F sI =
∫
Ω

[
NI

(
ṡ

M
+ 1

2g(s)′εTCε + Gc
s− 1

2ϵ

)
+ 2Gcϵ (Bs

I)
T Φ∇s

]
dV. (25)

The Newton-Raphson scheme is applied to solve the nonlinear system. This requires the
tangential stiffness matrix associated to the framework. These particular components are
obtained by derivation of the residual with respect to the unknown field quantities as

Kuu
IJ = ∂F u

I

∂uJ
=
∫
Ω

Bu
I (g(s) + η)CBu

J dV, (26)

Ksu
IJ = ∂F s

I

∂uJ
=
∫
Ω

NIg(s)′ (Cε)T Bu
J dV, (27)

Kus
IJ = ∂F u

I

∂sJ
=
∫
Ω

(Bu
I )T g(s)′CεNJ dV, (28)

Kss
IJ = ∂F s

I

∂sJ
=
∫
Ω

[
NINJ

(
1
2g(s)′εTCε + Gc

2ϵ

)
+ 2Gcϵ (Bs

I)
T ΦBs

J

]
dV (29)

Finally, the damping matrix can be derived which reveals zero contributions except for the
component

Dsṡ
IJ = ∂F sI

∂ṡ
=
∫

Ω

NINJ
M

dV. (30)

The implicit Euler method is applied for the transient problem. To ensure a reliable conver-
gence behavior, automatic step size adjustment is applied to ensure a stable computation
even for situations of a rapid evolution of the crack field.
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4 Numerical examples

The phase field model derived in the previous sections was implemented into a user routine for
a quadrilateral element of the software FEAP 8.4. This routine was used for the simulations
outlined in the following.

4.1 Energetic assessment of the modification
An general solution of the partial differential equation Equation (15) can not be obtained.
However, for an unidirectional crack one can presume that there is no variation of the phase
field with respect to the direction of crack extension and accordingly one may approximate
the 2d solution by an extrusion of the one dimensional solution Equation (16). As illustrated
in Figure 5a) the diffuse region at the and of the crack is neglected within this approximation.
However, this does not effect the following energy assessment as it can be shown that the
crack energy for this part vanishes for ϵ → 0. Considering a stationary crack in an anisotropic
material as it may be characterized by Equation (13), extending solely in one coordinate
direction (see Figure 5b)), the energy consumed by this crack can be approximated using
Equation (17) with

Ec =
a/2∫

−a/2

L∫
−L

ψc dxdy = aGc
√

1 + α

[
1 − exp

(
−L

ϵ
√

1 + α

)]
. (31)

Presuming a very fine regularization (ϵ → 0) for a crack of length one this expression simplifies
to

Ec = aGc
√

1 + α for ϵ → 0 (32)

Note that this derivation can be repeated for a crack under the same assumptions but
extending purely in orthogonal direction. The respective surface energy would then be
obtained as Ec = aGc

√
1 − α.

In order to prove the accuracy, these approximations may be verified by means of
respective 2d simulations with the proposed phase field model. The set up for this stationary
simulation is indicated in Figure 5b). Due to the symmetry of the problem with respect

a

2L

x

y

x
y

b)a)
set up for 
simulation

s

1d solution

extrusion for 
unidirectional 2d 
solution

Figure 5 Schematic illustration of the extension of the one dimensional phase field solution to an
unidirectional crack: a) segment of surface plot of the crack field; b) set up for stationary simulations.
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Figure 6 Comparision of analytic energy estimate of anisotropic model with results obtained
from stationary finite element simulations.

to the x and y axes only a quarter of the domain was discretized using 12544 nodes. The
mesh was refined in the region containing the crack in order to obtain an accurate solution
of the crack field and to enable for small values of the length scale ϵ. Several simulations
where run using different values of α in the range −1 ≤ α ≤ 1, where simulations with α > 0
represent cracks extending in y-direction and α < 0 represent crack extending in x-direction.
The crack energy was numerically integrated in the domain and multiplied by the factor 4. A
comparison of the theoretical estimate of the total crack energy with the energy obtained by
the simulations is shown in Figure 6. It shows agreement of the analytic solution with the
simulation results. Therefore, it illustrates the effect of the proposed modification in terms
of an energetic view.

4.2 Plate with sharp notch

The aim of this example is to illustrate the abilities of the developed model with regard to
predicting crack paths. The resistance tensor Φ entering the evolution equation of the phase
field incorporates the two parameters α and θ. These parameters are supposed to quantify
the intensity and direction of the anisotropy of the fracture resistance. In order to illustrate
the sensitivity of the model to a parameter variation, a notched plate was set up. The set up
is depicted in Figure 7. In all simulations, displacements were blocked in vertical direction for

1.0

44°

0.
2

0.
7

x

y

Figure 7 Illustration of set up for phase field simulation of a plate with notch.
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nodes of the lower boundary edge and in horizontal direction for the node at the lower right
corner of the plate. A spatially constant displacement load u∗

y(t) was applied for the top edge
nodes as monotonically increasing function. The specimen was discretized by means of 14899
nodes and 14406 elements with almost equal edge length. The length scale was kept constant
for all simulations at a value of ϵ = 0.015. For this particular set up, cracks will initiate at
the notch tip. The initial deviation of the crack from a pure horizontal path, is quantified by
the angle φ as indicated in Figure 7. The results for several simulations are illustrated in
Figure 8. This comparison clearly indicates that both parameters have significant effect on
the crack growth direction. The upper left contour plot shows a horizontal crack path, which
is expected for the applied displacement load with both parameters set to zero. In contrast
if α or θ are increased the crack paths reveal a deflection angle φ. For a constant orientation
θ this deflection angle increases with increasing the value of intensity α.

Figure 8 Comparison of deflection angle of crack paths for different parameter sets obtained
from FEM simulations with the proposed anisotropic fracture model.

4.3 Plate with hole
The numerical example outlined in the following was set up in order to verify the practical
usage of the modified phase field model. In the focus is an assessment of the model with
respect to experimental findings from a study done by Judt et al. [11]. Plates of rolled
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aluminum sheets where subjected to tensile testes. The aluminum raw material revealed a
twofold anisotropy as described within the previous section. The geometry of the specimens
is depicted in Figure 9a), which also illustrates the set up for the phase field simulations. The
anisotropy of the plates was determined with respect to the indicated x-y-system. Accordingly,
the resistance tensor reveals a structure as in Equation (13). Phase field simulations with
a monotonously increasing displacement load in positive y direction where performed for
different parameterizations of α. The results are illustrated in Figure 9 by the three contour
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0.29
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0.92

x

y
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c) d)

Figure 9 Set up and results (contour plots of phase field variable s) from phase field simulations
with different values for α: b) α = 0.0, c) α = −0.025, d)α = −0.039.

plots of the phase field variable s. The plot Figure 9d) shows the crack path obtained by the
simulation with the highest magnitude for α. This crack path is quiet similar to the crack
path found in [11] by experiments. As the contour plots Figure 9b) and c) show, the phase
field model predicts that the induced crack passes the hole instead of growing into it. This is
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due to the lower magnitude of the anisotropy, which then favors the y direction less for crack
extension. Note that the crack predicted by the simulation with α = −0.025 lies between the
other two cases. Further the crack patterns shown in Figure 9b) and c) correlate with the
crack paths found in [11] by a conventional crack simulation technique.

5 Concluding remarks

A phase field fracture model has been presented, which is able to account for an anisotropic
fracture resistance. The anisotropy influences the path of a crack growing through the
material. The nonlocal part of the regularized crack energy density is modified in order to
enhance the isotropic phase field model for brittle fracture. As the evolution is governed by
energy minimization, the weighting of the respective components of the spatial gradient of
the order parameter includes the directionality regarding crack growth. The characteristic of
the anisotropy is quantified by two additional parameters within the governing equations of
the model. By means of analytic considerations it is explained how the modification effects
the crack energy with respect to the parameterization. Comparing these derivations with
numerical results a good agreement is confirmed. Further simulations show that cracks tend
to grow in the direction favored by the parameterization. Good agreement with experimental
results is also obtained for simulated crack patterns in holed plates. Accordingly, the approach
we follow within this contribution seems to provide a sound basis for even more complex
anisotropies. With regard to further investigations the introduced resistance tensor may be
modified in order to represent materials with more complex polar plots of the critical energy
release rate (see e.g. [19, 27]).
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